
Committee Reports - P&C Meeting 23rd November 2021 

Vice President 
Arti Brown has resigned as co Vice President. Many thanks to Arti and we wish her all 
the very best. Her role will be advertised on Skoolbag. 

Secretary 

Min (Vice President) and I have discussed the next steps regarding the P&C voluntary 
contribution. We will work on a comms piece, and we have spoken to Petr to see what 
is possible on the P&C website for electronic payments. In my opinion this seems to be 
the better option rather than a paper-based invoice etc. 
Before the end of the year, we will have the comms piece completed and a plan for what 
and how the payment system will work. Like any new system and initiative, it will need 
to be given a minimum of 3 years to see what the outcomes are. Judging the initiative 
after just one year will not be a good gauge of whether it is beneficial in the long term.  

The Crazy Camel fundraising initiative went well. I will be the first to acknowledge that 
it was a bit rushed (I was desperately trying to raise some funds) but it mostly went off 
without a hitch. Parents spent nearly $15,000 on products so this should be an 
example of what money is available out there if the P&C organises the right 
opportunities for parents to spend. The P&C will receive approximately 40% - so 
around the $6000 mark.  

I would suggest that if this initiative is run in the future, that the activity stays “in 
house” and the art paper is NOT sent home. Again, this was because of timing but next 
year, it should be started at the end of Term 3 to allow enough time. 

During Term 3, I talked to the school about a possible fundraising initiative and the 
school were going to think about it. It was based on an idea that is currently being run 
at Birchgrove Public School. It is fundamentally a programme to provide learning and 
classroom supplies to each class. At the end of every year, the teacher puts together a 
list of items they think they or that class will need the following year. Then at the start 
of the new year, that list is available to parents so they can purchase the items for their 
child’s class. Each year, Birchgrove raises over $25,000 to provide enough resources 
for each classroom. I would strongly recommend this idea is re-visited at some point. 

I discussed with the P&C Executive, the need for us to meet with the school to gain an 
understanding of the school’s resource and therefore financial needs in 2022. This 
would assist with future Grant applications and give the P&C a strategy around what 
and when money/resources are required. A note has gone to the school asking that a 
meeting be scheduled for the new year. 

I have resigned as Secretary and have advertised the role availability on Skoolbag. My 
thanks to those that assisted when I first started and to the P&C committee and school 
community more broadly. I have achieved a lot and am proud of the contribution I 
have made. Cheers.  

Strings 

Rachel Boden has resigned as Strings Coordinator. Taylor Serawan will take Rachel’s place in 
the short term and a full handover and relevant files will be given to the newly established 
Strings committee. Many thanks to Rachel for all her hard work and dedication to the 
school’s Strings community over the years.  

Class Parents: 



We are organising drinks for Class Parents as a thank you. And we have also encouraged the 
Class Parents to arrange end of year get-togethers for their classes - after a poor year socially. 

Band 

Band continues its rehearsals online. The conductors continue to be pleased with the 
progress attained through this forum but of course are also very much looking forward to the 
day we can return to rehearsals at school.  

We are excited to be able to hold our instrument selection process for the 2022 training 
band  on Friday 19 November  at school in a Covid safe way. We would like to thank the 
executive for allowing this process to go ahead, and we are very excited about meeting our 
new maestros and helping them to choose their instruments!  

We are looking into an end of year activity  for the children. Our usual options of 
Twilight safari at the zoo and Luna Park will not likely be possible unless there is a further 
easing of restrictions, but we hope to have an alternative in place soon. 

Small Events 
Regarding the Bold Archy tickets: we have had to return the money to those who did a 
transfer at the end of June. I've sent a list to  Jess on October 20 asking that money be 
refunded to the 10 parents who made a payment.  
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